Green Economy and Sustainable Transitions

DURATION
2 years

CLASSE
LM-56

TYPE OF ACCESS
Open access with assessment of personal competencies
An international Master’s degree, taught entirely in English, that produces graduates qualified to take up management or consultancy positions in the green economy sector. The programme was born out of the importance of eco-innovation in the transition to a greener, low-carbon economy in line with the principles of the circular economy. You will develop the skills needed to analyse environmental policies and innovation processes, and to assess the economic impact of pursuing the goal of more efficient use of natural resources.

STRONG POINTS

- Several Double degree programmes and integrated projects for study, training or dissertation research abroad;
- Active teaching strategies in small groups;
- Possibility of combining dissertation research and internship or project work for active collaboration with companies;
- A department at the forefront of research on environmental issues.

AFTER THE MASTER’S DEGREE

Careers in green business management and consultancy or governmental/NGO roles. More specifically: Management Consultant for Green firms, Public Research Institutes, Chief Sustainability Officer, General and Operation Manager, Marketing Manager, Transportation Manager, Environmental Economist, Urban and Regional Planner, PhD Research into green related topics.

Are you looking for information on the master's degree, exams, and to get in touch with the department?

Scan the QR Code and visit the website!